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The Beatles. Not all Beatles fans know everything about the
Beatles. Not all grew up with them. Not every fan has all of
their singles gathering dust at the back of the loft. But now,
with the huge resurgence in collecting and playing vinyl, the
Beatles’ records are more sought after than ever. Thankfully, not
everyone wants Beatles records for their monetary value or as
an investment … but to play them on a record player and listen to
some of the greatest music of the last 60 years.
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In this independent, in-depth, illustrated publication, music writer,
journalist, Beatles fan and obsessive record collector Pete Chrisp
points like-minded enthusiasts – old and new – in the right direction
when it comes to choosing the very best Beatles recordings among the
hundreds of (sometimes confusingly complicated) options available.
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• This 30,000-word analysis includes every UK and US Beatles studio
album, reviewed and rated
• Additional sections covering the Beatles’ live LPs and their very
best compilations and boxsets
• More than 30 Beatles UK and US singles listed and reviewed
• Details on all 16 Beatles UK/US Extended Play EPs
• The perfect tie-in with global recognition of 50 years since the
Beatles split and increased popularity in collecting Beatles vinyl
• Colour LP and EP cover images plus superb photographs of the
band throughout their world-shattering careers
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8 The Beatles

T

he legacy of The Beatles transcends generations and
strides unfettered across cultural divides. The mere
mention of the name, and the individual members,

Ringo Starr’s first drum solo (The End), and the first-ever three-way
guitar jam between John, Paul and George (The End again).
That it contains some of the group’s most enduring melodies
and breath-taking harmonies is made more significant when one
considers that the four of them were barely on speaking terms just
before they went into the studio.

The Beatles, the argument seems to
go, are your dad’s band, a band that
redefined the 60s and rock music itself
but who didn’t rock hard enough, who
weren’t part of rock’s 70s Marshallsand-Les-Pauls golden age. But there
are plenty more reasons: the crushing
ubiquity, or the patronising finality with
which Beatles fans declare them the
‘best’ or, worse still, ‘most important’
group in history. Or those unbearably twee parts of their back
catalogue (Yellow Submarine, say, or Rocky Racoon), the
memories of McCartney mugging through Yesterday, and,
indeed, the hangdog figure cut by the bassist in modern times.
The tailored suits. The whimsical films. Yoko bloody Ono.
But step back from the context, clear your head of the fog of
hyperbole and allow yourself to listen to The Beatles as a band
rather than as a cultural phenomenon, and you’ll remember just
how much attitude, wit, sweat, eloquence, melody and – perhaps
above all – sheer diversity they packed into their short career. It’s
reasonable to say you hate some Beatles songs; albums, even. But
to claim there’s nothing in their staggeringly eclectic catalogue
that moves you is tantamount to admitting you’re bored with
music itself.
At a time when most popular performers were still mouthing the
words of the Brill Building writers, The Beatles (along with Bob
Dylan) led the way for any band who ever seized the reins of their

year
released

1969

producer
George
Martin

art, strived to address the physical, spiritual and political world
around them, and forced themselves to evolve in the face of
commercial pressure to stay the same. The Beatles did all that, in
just eight years, and left behind a pile of tunes that simply towers
over other artists.
Abbey Road is also proof, if any were needed, that they knew
how to rock too.
It may have been the final album The Beatles recorded together
(although it was released before Let It Be) but Abbey Road is full of
Beatles’ firsts: George Harrison’s first no.1 single (Something),
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Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band

dead or alive, opens doors and builds bridges around
the world (as Paul McCartney is fond of saying, “nobody is Beatleproof”). Strange, then, that the Fab Four have traditionally hit a
brick wall in Classic Rock, with the voice of the reader who argues
that Lennon, McCartney, Harrison and
Starr should be this magazine’s breadand-butter often drowned out by the
admonitory letters that follow the band’s
fleeting appearances in these pages.
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4 The Beatles

Abbey Road

F

Following the disjointed ‘White Album’ and the joyless
process of recording and filming Let It
Be, by mid-1969, The Beatles looked
finished. The bitter acrimony that was
splitting the group apart had even
forced George Martin, who had
produced all of the band’s historic
albums, to wash his hands of the Let It
Be sessions (Phil Spector, for years
itching to work with the Beatles, jumped
at the chance to sort through the tapes).
So the debonair Martin was more than a
little surprised to receive phone calls
from not one, not two, but all four
Beatles begging him to come back to
produce the last album.
“You know, like you used to,” said Lennon, using all his
persuasive charm. “Only if you’re like you used to be,” Martin
replied, cautiously. “We will be,” Lennon responded quickly. “We
promise.”
Lennon kept his word and Abbey Road brought both the 1960s
and The Beatles to a close on the highest of highs. Lennon rocked
compellingly on Come Together (his thinly-veiled plea to his
fractured bandmates) and I Want You (She’s So Heavy). McCartney,
increasingly the balladeer, growled his way through the larynxbusting Oh! Darling. Harrison’s Here Comes The Sun hinted at the
wonders to come a year later with his solo album All Things Must
Pass. Even Ringo turned in a rare self-written tune, the jaunty
Octopus’s Garden.
The suite that closed Abbey Road, meanwhile, is a dizzying
display of the group’s truly wonderful, matchless talents.
The last song recorded by all four Beatles, The End serves as
delicious coda to the medley that dominates the second side of
Abbey Road. Fittingly, each member takes a solo, before a brief
piano melody makes way for strings and a celestial harmony
asserting that, in the final reckoning, ‘the love you take is equal to
the love you make’. It’s beautiful, perfect, progressive – with more
invention in its 15-or-so minutes than most bands have in their
entire careers – and yet never difficult or pretentious. And then, just
in case you think they’re taking themselves too seriously, they
chuck in a daft ditty about the Queen (‘Her Majesty’s a pretty nice
girl/But she doesn’t have a lot to say’).
Masterful.

year released
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producer
George
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or the generation who experienced The Beatles firsthand, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band wasn’t
just the greatest Beatles album, it was also the
greatest album of all time. There had been nothing
like it before: a sort of concept album, born of studio experiment,
and taking recorded music where it had never gone before. Its

Parlophone label, perhaps. Or the fact that The Beatles followed
convention and left the single off the album.
Much has been made of the absence of the greatest double
A-side of all time from Sgt. Pepper, but would Penny Lane and
Strawberry Fields really have fitted? They’re epics, almost minialbums in themselves, and while they would sit neatly alongside

reputation dominated the popular and critical view of The Beatles
for nearly 20 years, until the arrival of
CDs and the renewed popularity of the

wide-eyed visions like Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds and A Day
In The Life, they don’t really go with
Pepper’s smaller beauties like Fixing A

Fab Four’s records such as the White
Album and, particularly, Revolver,
shifted the balance away from Pepper.
People started to say that with Penny
Lane and Strawberry Fields Forever
harvested for singles, Sgt. Pepper

Hole and Getting Better (on the other
hand, they don’t half improve Magical
Mystery Tour, where they fit extremely
well with brilliant nutter butter like I Am
The Walrus). Still, it’s nice to have them
here like moons that almost outshine

lacked great songs (apart from With A
Little Help From My Friends and A Day
In The Life). They said that there were
better tunes and just as much

their parent planet.
Getting Better is a textbook example of
what Lennon brought to McCartney and
McCartney brought to Lennon, turning a

experimentation on Revolver, whose
conciseness and, well, lack of 1967ness, endeared it to a more modern
audience.
But Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band is now 50, and still a

pair of great songwriters into an
exceptional songwriting team. Pared to
the bone, a single couplet nails their
magic: ‘It’s getting better, a little better, all the time’ sings thumbsaloft Paul, while John’s instinctive riposte is a characteristically

brilliant album. Even without all the experiments, the tapes being
thrown in the air, orchestral climaxes and use of Indian musicians,
this is (largely) a set of extraordinary songs. The intro to Lovely Rita
(and Paul McCartney’s inspired cry of ‘Rita!’); the warmth of With A

withering: ‘It couldn’t get no worse’. It’s chalk and cheese, light
and dark, fish ‘n’ chips, Morecambe and Wise – casual, unforced,
spontaneous genius. When I’m Sixty Four, on the other hand
seems the perfect example of everything that helped diminish

Little Help; the spooky brilliance of A Day In The Life; the reprise of
the title track; the daring of Within You, Without You; the internal
rhyming of ‘and’ and ‘grand’ in When I’m Sixty Four.
This album, like all great albums, has so much for the listener to
unpack that you can still find new things in it half a century later.
Even its weakest track, Good Morning Good Morning, has a

McCartney’s legend, defining him as a counter-revolutionary,
backward-looking, anti-rock totem – a Formby amongst
Hendrixes. On the other hand: what a tune. No matter how much
you resist, you will recall these lyrics to your very death bed.
Prone to over-sentimentality he might be, but when he pitches it
just right, McCartney is peerless. She’s Leaving Home is

strange, basic charm (did the writer of Meet The Wife, the now
obscure British TV programme name checked in John Lennon’s
lyric, ever get a thrill from hearing his show name-checked in a

beautifully observed, with stark, unflinching, kitchen sink drama
detail. As Macca emotes, Lennon inserts apposite, doubtless
familiar, Aunt Mimi-isms (‘we never thought of ourselves’) and

Beatles record?). The critics may have other, preferred Beatles
albums, but Sgt. Pepper is the one that almost a third of you voted
for.
Those novelties really did change music. The idea of studio as
instrument, the idea that songs could be in any style, could be
about anything, and could even (apparently) link up to create a

there’s just enough chalk for the cheese. Mike Leander’s stringheavy, harp-led arrangement is a heart-swelling, lush, end-to-end
tear-jerk.
Rock music was changed by Sgt. Pepper and so were The
Beatles. Paul McCartney once said of his solo career that each
new album was a reaction to the previous one, and so it was with

larger whole, all these things were new to the majority of rock fans
(let alone the huge pop majority who discovered rock through
The Beatles). The gatefold sleeve, the art-school credibility of the
cover, the lyric sheet – even the sheer colour of the packaging

the rest of the Beatles’ career: the White Album is almost a polar
opposite to Pepper, with its plain cover and half-produced songs.
They never did anything like Pepper again (although the
repackaging of the Magical Mystery Tour EP as an album was an

took the very idea of the album into a new dimension. There is so
much new on Pepper that it’s easier to identify what’s old: the

attempt to clone it). It’d be unfair to expect them to. This is the
album that all others are measured against.

